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WINDOW EXPLOITATION STUDIES

++++ 8/7/77. Exp. to see if sensitivity to LSD is reduced (protected against) by
pretreatment with MDMA-type drugs - vis., the ± of 7/4/77 at 60 μg on the day
following 160 mg MDIP and 80 mg MDMA. At [3:35] into 200 mg MDE (postsymptomatic) take 60 μg LSD. =[0:00] [0:40 - 1:00] build up of sensory sparkle
- mentally clear. [1:20] development into ++ of LSD with edge-loss of reality.
This is as clear an LSD as I have ever in my life experienced. The temptation
is to propel it deeper and more open with another 40 to 60 μg. No - I am too
much on the rim of reality as it is - learn to in-and-out with this. [1:50]
The world is dancing around me. Terrible temptation to expand the experiment.
RESIST. [1:54] I am at a place, fully +++, where neither the MD series or LSD
alone can get me. When LSD has to do the opening job, it pretty well tires you
out - but with MDE to open things? is MDE needed - could MDMA work? Might this
allow the detection of v. small amts. of LSD? Let's next try 120 MDMA and
60μg LSD together, or slightly spaced. I am at ++++ - I must resist the
temptation to supplement and extend this state, but I don't want it to end.
[2:40] perhaps the slight sign of dropping. at [3:00] am at ++, and resist the
40 μg additional LSD all ready! [4:00] at full happy + - and I am not yet sure
if I am glad or sorry I resisted. That was probably the most surely tempting
maneuver that I have ever been confronted with. At my present + I am complete
ecstatic about my experiment. [7:00] some physical residues. The dancing,
beautiful, in love with everything world of the [2:00 - 2:30] period was one
of my rare ++++ peak experiences. Will I ever succeed in recapturing it? Let
us try 120 mg MDMA and at about 1 hr, 60 μg LSD. Evening - excellent sleep. no
AM res.
+

8/10/77 MDMA -> LSD. 120 mg MDMA at [-2:00] q.v. 60 μg LSD at [0:00] [0:35]
quiet window to about [1:20] to a + at most. [1:30] ho hum window - outside no
better [2:00] dropping MDMA does not do it [2:40] virtually out - the two
drugs do not see one-another

+++

8/14/77 MDE -> LSD 200 mg MDE at [-3:00] q.v. 60μg LSD=[0:00] notice at [0:30]
- slow and quiet development to + at [0:45] [1:05] further from [1:00 to 2:00]
very enjoyable develop. to a full +++ [2:30] spectacular world - I would like
to maintain or extend this state. [3:00] still there [3:45] back to a + or ++
- next time lets try 200 mg MDE + 60 μg LSD together. [4:30] still big + and
happy [5:30] still aware - no sleep problems.

++

8/17/77 MDIP -> LSD 250 mg MDIP at [-2:30] q.v. 60 μg LSD=[0:00] [0:35] notice
first edge effect [0:45] slow development [1:00] up to +, still devel. [1:15]
going into what would be LSD alone. [2:00] straight LSD at ++ [2:30] drive to
red-wood grove, back. edge-reality loss - if there is any enhancement of LSD it is in the direction of reality loss, NOT window. [3:15] dropping [5:00]
dropping, but am still +; [8:00] still trace residual. at [12:00] to bed - no
sleep to [16:00], there only fretful. AM - fine, no residue
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